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This Year’s Catalog on our 31st Anniversary
is Dedicated to:

David Lawford

Our Mohair industry was fortunate in 1986 when David & Dee Lawford moved to 
Brady, Texas from South Africa. He served as the manager of the Texas International 
Brady Combing plant as well as the Stucken mohair buyer. The Roddy Scouring plant 
nearby and the combing plant complimented each other.

David’s impact that he continues to help make on the USA mohair quality, preparation 
and marketing began prior to 1986. At an earlier International Mohair Association (IMA) 
meeting overseas, Joe David overheard Mr. Lawford talking to a mill owner from 
Austria: “Some Texas mohair is preferred by many because of the moderate lanolin 
content that protects the fiber that gives it a softer ‘handle’ even after the mohair is 
scoured.”

When one looks at David’s background, it is easy to appreciate his experience with 
the Angora Goat in the pasture, the raw fibers, lab tests, and the various steps in 
the processing to the finished fabric.  As the different processors would relay their 
comments about the mohair from certain breeders, regions, or nations, David would 
point out to the producers and warehousemen the pros and cons of various clips.

In 1960 David began working at the Farmers Coop Union (mohair) in Port Elizabeth, 
South Africa. Lawrence Hobson, a pioneer breeder, was David’s manager and mentor. 
Our HLRS group was privileged to purchase in 1991 our first South African angora 
imports from Mike Hobson and others.  Mike’s great uncle was Lawrence.

After 10 years with the FCU, David switched to a cement company. In 1979 Tony 
Hobson (son of Lawrence and the president of the IMA for several years) happened 
to see David in a hallway. Hobson mentioned the largest mohair top -maker (0SB) in 
South Africa needed an experienced person.  So, the Lawford’s, with their young family, 
accepted the new position.  They have stayed with the mohair industry ever since. In 
1984 OSB was purchased by Stucken & Co. (the 100-year-old wool firm from Germany) 
about the same time that the Brady operation was established by the Stuckens.

Even prior to David Lawford’s career start oversea in 1960, the USA mohair industry’s 
marketing system was gradually evolving away from just selling mohair by the pound 
in original bags.’ Extra grease and coarseness meant more pounds and $.’  Now our 
original bag mohair is in more lines with more uniformity.

In 1937 the Sonora Wool & Mohair Warehouse and Clay Achitson, the county agent, 
held the first Sonora Wool & Mohair Show.   4 - H judging across the state after WW2 
placed a more balanced emphasis on quality, pounds and fineness with size and body.  
Do you remember that Jakie and Fritz Landers, Gene Tongate and Carl Menzies?  The 
TAGRA scorecard allocated 20 points for fineness – the most of any trait. The B & C 
type show ring classes were combined into one group.  In the late 40’s, most producers 
adult hair was still placed into just one line at the same price with the buyers insisting 
that the Brooks Sweeten, Busty Halbert and Joe Brown Ross’s finer clips be included in 
the line at the same price.  This finally led to Vander Stucken and Ross creating a small 
buying and sorting team with Walter Nesbitt, Howard Ragsdale and Boston, MA textile 
connections. The venture failed $ wise and shut down prior to 1952, but it did help push 
the bar to creating more individual lots being marketed separately.

There were well over 70 warehouses (who knows) who handled mohair across 
the USA.  The MCA was organized in 1962.  The incentive program really helped the 
expansion of Angora flocks and sorting programs as there was indeed an ‘incentive’ 
to get the higher price for one’s finer hair rather than leave it in the original bag. Fred 
Speck remembers when he was a Hayden Haby 4-H clubber in 1966-70, he would go 
to ranches to sort some of D.L. Cloudt’s warehouse customers. Fred Campbell at the 
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Sonora Woolhouse started sorting with a team using both sides of a conveyor belt.  In 
the 80’s Joe Will, David Lee and Mary Ross really helped their Dad to sort mohair.  We 
made a good assembly line team at the ranch.  The Stott’s sisters helped sort at the 
Rippy Warehouse, the Ross Ranch and with David Whitworth.  Stephen Brawley helped 
at the Whitworth and Gary Gardners.  At a TSGRA meeting in Uvalde Jess Lockart, 
Allen Stieler & Dan Davis were asked to give a slide presentation on how they sorted 
mohair at their shearing shed. Even when the original incentive stopped in 1991, mohair 
preparation continued. The MCA had helped to form the IMA many years earlier which 
brought together breeders, warehousemen, buyers, topmakers, spinners and fabric 
makers from around the world.  There was more understanding of the big picture and 
transparency.

 The TAMU Research and Extension started the Angora Performance Test in the 70’s.  
Our thanks to the teams at the San Angelo & Sonora- Rocksprings Experiment Station. 
The test is still active.  The MCA in the late 70’s and the 90’s, under Fred Campbell and 
Jack Groff (extension) leadership sponsored hands on workshops at various ranches 
and fairgrounds including the Holman, Quinn, Brownwood and Gatesville. Other MCA 
members, extensions, Texas Angora goat and mohair judges, hand spinners, breeders 
and processors continued to travel in and out of state to shows, workshops and yarn 
fairs – across our nation, Canada, Mexico, Australia, and the U.K.  

Upon the Lawford’s arrival to Brady in 1986, he first got acquainted with the combing 
facility and the team which included the sorting room group.  Then David started making 
the rounds to the numerous warehouses to evaluate and bid on original bag lots (some 
of which were chute - cut more accurately), and sorted mohair that had been done at a 
ranch or at the warehouses.  He noticed the variability of the different grades marked 
on the bags from different producers and warehouses.  Ford Oglesby, who purchased 
for some French and Spanish topmakers and spinners, had already been showing 
interested producers some strength and weaknesses in their clips at the ‘take-up’ after 
a sale.  Oglesby had also really encouraged proper coring procedure at the warehouses.  
The ‘Bill Sims’ San Angelo Research Lab team is always helpful at the warehouses, the 
performance test and for individual breeders. The Producers Marketing Coop (PMCI) at 
Mertzon continues their good grower’s program.

What was unusual was that this new overseas buyer offered to have a hands-on 
grading workshop at Bill Whitworth’s ranch which was followed up with another one 
at the Lockhart ranch.  Grower turn out was good.  Most of us ‘pooled’ our kid hair at 
Kerrville and the AK & FYG lines at Sonora for two years.  It was educational to us to 
see similar quality larger lines and working together.  To quote Lawford: “The US has 
some great mohair but not a nationwide, rather simple consistent grading guideline.” 

Along these same lines in the late 80’s the MCA continued its efforts to help improve 
the uniformity of mohair grades.  A committee was formed that was composed of 
MCA members, warehousemen and mohair buyers.  Among those included Lawford, 
Oglesby, Le Roy Keese and Glen Fisher (Sonora Wool & Mohair). Fisher and Lawford 
took the lead with the group that came up with the grades of adult, fine adult, fine 
young goat, average kid (graded out from 18 month and older goats), true spring kid 
#1 & 2, and true baby kid # 1 & 2.  In general, 2 microns separated each grades fiber 
diameter; not just the age of the goat.

Different factors may help the breeder or sorter to place some locks from a fleece in 
separate lines if the fleece is not uniform: 1) the softness, ‘handle’ ; 2) the width of the 
lock especially at the base (do not just look at the pretty tip; 3) how many ‘waves’ are in 
a 6 inch lock ( style & character) 4) if some is ‘sheepy , make sure that the fibers when 
stretched out are not shorter than 4 inches; 5) if possible have the shearer to throw 
heavy stain off to the side for a separate sack; 6) Chute – sorting & then fine – tuning 
prior to running that particular group into the shearing shed so that the particular grade 
will be placed  in a  separate marked sack .  Some pick -up people do not realize the 
reasons. 7) these same principles apply for those who sell original bag lots.  If in doubt 
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or if there are some coarse necks, place the goat (fleece) in a lower grade group.  You 
are developing your reputation. We do not need a microscope in the pen.  Consider 
starting to look at the individual fibers for comparison.

Lawford was the one who showed us and stressed the importance of uniform staple 
length and to avoid the triangle ‘tippy’ flat lock that had the variable short fibers within 
the same lock. It was also suggested that goats with shorter staple length on the back 
and lower britch be shorn later or placed in a separate sack.  4.5 inches on the goat 
is the usual accepted minimum fiber length.  Shorter lengths have other uses as well 
as those over 7 inches.  Lawford and Pierre (the U.K. – Bradford) strongly emphasized 
placing chalky ear & face goats with kempy fleeces (especially down the top line & 
britch) in a separate bag. True crossbred fleeces should (be in another sack) but still be 
divided up into adult, yearling & kid.

The Brady Combing plant closed in 1998.  The Stucken family asked the Lawfords 
to go back to S. Africa for 2 years to help the Stuckens to enlarge their sorting and 
topmaking facility to also include the spinning of yarns.  And, to help with the younger 
generations family transition.  David and Dee then returned to Fredericksburg in 2000 to 
continue being the buyer for Stucken & Co.

They also ran a Bed & Breakfast for several years in Fredericksburg.  Their daughter 
Jan works at the C of C.  Their son Greg and his wife live in Flower Mound, TX.  Julie 
Carson Lawford was raised in Ozona on the ranch.  More history!   Julie’s 2nd cousins 
are Bob Childress and Carmen Sutton who have traveled the mohair world representing 
the MCA.  Now that is a small world!

David has served as an MCA director.  He has made grading demonstrations at the 
Performance Test.  David has been a judge for the for the Hamanaka Mohair Contest.  
Like Jimmy Cahill mentioned, “Lawford really helped us at the Ol’ Sonora Trading Co. 
(mohair) in the 80’s and 90’s.”  Glen Fisher, “David, as a buyer, felt a responsibility to 
the producers also.”  Seco Mayfield, “we sure want to get Lawford’s comments”. 
Lawford, “Joe David, do not get too detailed with your sorting.”  Robin Giles, “He has 
not only helped other producers and us, but David is a close friend.” Bonnie Naumann, 
“As we developed our combing and dyeing business at home we noticed that fleeces 
that had middle of the road lanolin remained softer after processing.” Steve Haynes, 
“he helped us to develop the grading standards years ago and has kept us on tract, so 
the rancher can make more $, with the four grades.”  Carlon Stapper, “We grade at the 
ranch; get the bags of mohair core tested. Then David goes over the lab results with 
us so that we can keep improving.” Fritz Kuebel’s comments in the July 1989 Ranch 
magazine, “We do not like excessive oil or a dry straight lock after a few years.”

We all have benefitted to have our mohair buyers to compete against each other 
in the offerings and sales, but they all respect each other.  We are lucky to have 
Jason Bannowsky, Darrell Keese and Justin Stieler as our buyers also. They certainly 
appreciate David’s broad experience.  All three were raised on the land in our area with 
Angora goats and are well – rooted in mohair and wool production and topmaking with 
their firms.

In these few paragraphs, as we have reviewed some of the history of our mohair 
industry in the last 70 years, it is easy to see that David Lawford has helped make a 
difference in our own operations and warehouses. With David Lawford’s long term dual-
citizenship in the world’s two largest Angora goat producing nations he has helped us 
to understand that we are part of a truly international business. At the same time there 
is still a need for the entrepreneurship of our own mohair products to being made right 
here in the USA.  Bottom line - mohair’s characteristics add a special touch to many 
textile products and the land needs manageable livestock raised in balance with its 
carrying capacity.

Thanks Dee for ‘sharing’ David with us.  We sincerely look forward to your continued 
support and willingness to share your observations with us Mr. Lawford.
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RefeRence SiReS
A.B. Hobson & Sons Martysford Stud

76 (1991)  - This buck was sired by K131, the twin to the Martyrsford buck that sold 
for 110,000 Rand, a world record price. He combined the size, muscle, thickness, and 
correctness of a superior meat goat with a typical soft South African mohair fleece. 
422 (1991) - This buck was Mike Hobson’s selection for the partnership. His sire was an 
outstanding producer for the Hobsons. Phenotypically this buck was well balanced but 
not flashy. However, he was a “blue blood” stud, he consistently produced quality kids, 
both straight South African and “cross”.
04 (1993) - In 1994 Mike Hobson, Fred Speck, and Hayden Haby returned to South 
Africa and selected this buck for the second importation. His conformation was near 
perfect. His offspring have fine fleeces.
80 (1993) - This buck was also selected by Hobson, Speck, and Haby for the second 
importation. His sire was a Thorn Park buck purchased at the dispersal sale by A.B. 
Hobson and Brett Wienand. Haby really liked this big, tall long bodied buck. 

HABY, LOcKHART, ROSS, SPecK
HLRS 60 (1995) - Out of 80 and a “Lockdale” doe imported from South Africa, this 
buck combined a long stapled fleece with a very correct body conformation. The yearling 
does on Laura Speck’s 1999 show circuit were both out of this buck. His two sons at the 
Sonora Test had the longest staple length in 1999.
HLRS-2- 606 (2002) - This buck had an excellent body conformation with a thick spring 
of ribs, level rump, and he walked wide. He also carried a uniform, ringlet, yearling 
fleece. He was out of HLRS 153 (an 04 son) and a Thorn Park stud doe.
HLRS-7-821 - This buck is sired by HLRS-3-644 (grandson of HLRS 60). He has 
excellent body conformation and a uniform fleece.
HLRS-9-002 - This is an embryo buck from goats we purchased at the Mike Hobson 
dispersal sale in South Africa. He is a big, robust buck with a soft, uniform fleece. He did 
well on the show string for Tyler. He has produced our best show does.

cURRenT LiVinG SiReS
HLRS-0-058 - This embryo buck is from the latest import. His sire is from the AB  
“Blake“ Hobson Martysford Stud and the dam is from the Mike Hobson Careysbrook 
Stud. He is a big, robust, open faced buck with a fine , ringlet fleece.He has bred great 
kids.
HLRS-987 - This buck is out of HLRS-7-821. He has a ringlet, uniform fleece.
HLRS-4-184 - A son of HLRS-0-058, this buck has an open face, a uniform fleece, and a 
tremendous body; wide, deep, level, and wide placed, straight back and front legs.

Speck Ranch Sires:
H-584 “Superfine” - This legendary Haby stud, along with H-787 “Son of Champ”, 
provided the foundation of our herd. Both bloodlines produced champions for Speck 
Angoras at all major shows in 1990 through 1999.
fLS2-404 (1992) - This buck bred true and produced super kids. He had excellent 
conformation with a wide spring of ribs, wide hindquarters, straight back legs, and strong 
typical horns. He carried a fine, ringlet yearling grade fleece and was uniform from neck 
to britch. His sire is 4P-210, grand sire is FLS8-43, and great-grand sire is H-787. 
fLS1-249 (1991) - This was one of the finest fleeced, most uniform bucks we had. His 
sire is FLS9-68 and his dam, FLS9-76, is a daughter of “Superfine”. In 1994 he was the 
first place Aged Buck at the Kerrville, San Antonio, and Houston Jr. Stock Shows.
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fLS6-1382 (1996) - When Hayden Haby & Jesse Lockhart saw this buck as a yearling, 
they called him the “perfect buck”. He had correct horns, thick body, and a fine ringlet 
long stapled fleece with kid hair. He was a son of 404 and produced many excellent kids.
fLS8-1810 (1998) - A son of 1382, this buck always carried a fine ringlet kid fleece 
and produced many excellent kids. He was one of our top producers. His mother was 
out of 249 and was on the show circuit. She won the Grand Champion Goat of Show in 
Kerrville in 1997.
fLS9-2224 (1999) - A son of FLS6-1382, this was a showy, big, extremely fine fleeced 
uniform ringlet haired buck.
fLS0-2350  (2000) - This was a fine-haired, showy buck, 100% Texan, and was a full 
brother to FLS8-1810. He produced good kids. 
fLS0-2407 (2000) - Hayden Haby, Jesse Lockhart, and Joe David Ross purchased this 
buck at the 2001 HLRS sale. Hayden loaned him to me for two breeding seasons. His 
offspring have very fine uniform fleeces and an open face. He was a son of FLS 1337 (out 
of 607...404). The buck maintained a ringlet, superkid fleece.
fLS2-3136 (2002) - This showy buck combines a beautiful fleece with an excellent body 
conformation. He was a son of FLS0-2593 (son of 1810). He was 100% Texan.
fLS2-3206 (2002) - This son of FLS8-1810 was 100% Texan and had a very fine fleece.
fLS2-3214 (2002) - This showy buck had a wide spring of rib and a beautiful ringlet 
fleece He was 75% Texan out of FLS0-2593. 
fLS3 3505 (2003) - This son of FLS1-2898 (out of 2224) produced great kids. He was 
big, robust, open faced, and had a ringlet kid fleece. We kept several bucks he sired over 
four years.
fLS4-3866 (2004) - This son of FLS0-2350 had a dense, very long stapled, uniform kid 
fleece.
fLS5-4007 - This buck produces beautiful fleeces. He is out of 2671, a 404 son that had 
a great body. This buck is 75% Texan.
fLS5-4184 - A son of FLS3-3505, this is a thick bodied, showy buck.
fLS5-4327 (2005) - I loved the fine, ringlet, dense fleece on this showy buck. He was out 
of FLS9-2224.
fLS6-4503 (2006) - This was one of our favorite bucks. He was out of FLS3-3505. He 
was open faced, large, thick and had a fine, uniform, ringlet fleece. 
fLS6-4552 (2006) - This was a big, robust, fine fleeced buck. He was 100% Texan. His 
sire was 3136 and dam was out of 2224.
fLS6-4562 (2006) - This 50% Texas buck was out of HLRS-2-606. He was long bodied, 
thick, large, upstanding and had a ringlet fine fleece.
fLS7-4846 - This 100% Texan buck has a gorgeous ringlet long staple fleece with 1+ 
grease. His sire is 2407 and his mother is stud doe 668. (1810, 2350, 2844) He did well 
on Tyler’s show string.
fLS7-4897 -  This 75% Texas buck has one of the finest fleeces of any buck we have 
raised. (super kid and ringlet)  His sire is a son of HLRS 28 and his mother is out of 
1810.
fLS8-5056 - His sire is FLS2-3214. He is a large, thick bodied open faced buck with a 
fine ringlet kid fleece. He is 87.5% Texan.
fLS8-5139 - This fancy buck has produced well for us. In 2012 he won Champion Buck 
as an Aged Buck at the Kerrville District Show (largest Angora goat show in U.S.). He 
still carries a ringlet, uniform superkid fleece. He is out of FLS4-3866 and has a thick 
structurally correct body. He is 81% Texan.
fLS8-5181- This is another great bodied son of FLS3-3505 with a fine uniform fleece. He 
is 84% Texan.
fLS8-5235 - This open faced, long bodied showy buck is 62.5% Texan. He has a very 
uniform yearling, long stapled fleece. His sire is FLS6-4562. 
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fLS9-5374 - This fancy buck is out of FLS4-3866. He is 84% Texan and has a ringlet 
superkid fleece.
fLS9-5395 - This buck is out of FLS3-3505. He is 81% Texan, has a ringlet fleece and 
thick body.
fLS9-5406 - This son of FLS3-3505 has an excellent body conformation and a fine 
ringlet, kid fleece. He is 75% Texan
fLS9-5419 - His sire is FLS4-3724. He also has a ringlet kid fleece and correct body. He 
is 81% Texan. 
fLS9-5613 - Another great bodied, fine fleeced buck out of FLS3-3505.
fLS9-5632 - This 100 % Texan buck is out of FLS2-3136. He carries a ringlet fleece with 
extra staple length and 1+ grease.
fLS9-5678 - This 87.5% Texan buck is an 1810 great grandson. Haby really liked this 
buck’s father, a robust, wild-eyed, crazy, fence jumping buck. 
fLS0-5942 - This fancy buck has a ringlet kid fleece. His sire is FLS0-2350. He is 75% 
Texan.
fLS1-6366 - An 81% Texan. His sire is is FLS4-4007 (a superfine grandson of 404). He 
has an open face, a uniform, very fine, ringlet fleece and a wide body.
fLS2-6634 - This was an impressive, very fine buck with a great body. His sire was FLS7-
4846. He is 94% Texan and was Grand Champion Buck at San Antonio in 2014.
TS5-457 - This buck was raised by Ted Smith and purchased by Jackie Nentwich. He 
was Grand Champion Buck at several major shows and overall Grand Champion Goat 
of Show at the Kerrville Dictrict Show. He is a long bodied, up headed, large buck with 
a uniform ringlet fleece. He is out of FLS4-3511 (404 bloodline) and a Smith doe he 
considers the best he ever raised. His full brother is Ted’s stud buck,

cURRenT LiVinG SiReS
fLS0-5942 - This fancy buck has a ringlet kid fleece. His sire is FLS0-2350. He is 75% 
Texan.
fLS1-6284 - This buck is out of FLS9-5678. He is showy with a wide body and ringlet 
fleece. He is 84% Texan.
fLS1-6368 - An 81% Texan. His sire is is FLS4-4007 (a superfine grandson of 404). He 
has a uniform, very fine, ringlet fleece and a wide body.
fLS2-6534 - This 50% Texan buck is sired by HLRS-9-002. He has a great body and a 
soft, ringlet, kid fleece.
fLS2-6603 - Out of FLS6-4562, this buck is 68% Texan. He is showy with a ringlet kid 
fleece.
fLS2-6686 - A son of FLS9-5374, he is 86% Texan. He is a large, wide bodied buck with 
a ringlet fleece.
fLS2-6689 - This 84% Texan buck is a son of FLS9-5456. He is robust, open faced, and 
has a fine, ringlet fleece.
fLS2-6729 - A son of FLS9-5456(3505), he is 87.5% Texan. He has a wide body and a 
ringlet kid fleece.
fLS2-6780 - Out of FLS9-5374, he is 86% Texan. He has a great body conformation and 
a fine fleece.
fLS2-6823 - This showy buck has a ringlet, super kid fleece and a thick, correct body. 
His sire is FLS8-5235 (A HLRS 606 grandson). He is 75% Texan.
fLS2-6824 - A twin to FLS2-6823, he looks identical and also breeds great.
fLS3-6887 - This is an opened faced, long bodied, extra large showy buck. He is 75% 
Texan and out of FLS8-5235. 
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fLS3-7002 - A son of FLS8-5139, he is 84% Texan. He is thick bodied, showy and has a 
ringlet kid fleece.
fLS3-7007 - His sire is FLS7-4846, he is 94% Texan. He is showy and has a ringlet super 
kid fleece.
fLS3-7076 - This 100% Texas buck is a son of FLS6-4552. He is open faced and has a 
wide spring of ribs and a uniform kid fleece.
fLS3-7147 - This buck out of FLS9-5406 combines a correct thick body with a ringlet 
kid fleece. He is 87.5% Texan.
fLS3-7193 - Out of FLS8-5181(3505), this buck is 86% Texan. He is upstanding and 
proud with an open face and a ringlet superkid fleece.
fLS4-7248 - Also out of FLS7-4846, he is 94% Texan. He is open faced, big and has a 
ringlet super kid fleece.
fLS4-7280 - Out of HLRS-0-058, he is 50% Texan. His mother is out of FLS7-4846. This 
buck has a wide spring of ribs, an open face, and is extra large with a kid ringlet fleece.
fLS4-7450 - This 84% Texan buck is out of FLS8-5139. He is large, open faced, showy 
and has a ringlet kid fleece.
fLS5-7780 - This 83% Texan is out of FLS1-6366. He now belongs to Pat and Tracy 
Ross. He is a robust buck that breeds well.

 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE REFERENCE SIRES OR 
ANY OF THE GOATS OFFERED IN THIS SALE, PLEASE CONTACT:

 Dennette “Haby”Coates Ben Lockhart Joe David Ross Fred L. Speck Jr. 
	 (830)	563-2303	 (830)	234-3592	 (915)	387-3163	 (830)	895-1234
	 	 	 	 (830)	459-0549
BREEDER’S GUARANTEE - Should any goat be proven to be a non-breeder its first 
breeding season, please notify the particular breeder. Common sense and fairness 
by both the seller and buyer should prevail. If the animal has not been neglected, fed 
excessively, exposed to a disease after the sale, loaned out or sold to another party, 
etc., the animal may be returned for replacement after agreement by the seller. No 
guarantee can be made as to how the goat will cross with your goats. The goats 
should be allowed adequate time to adapt to their new location after transportation.

TERMS are cash or check. Should any dispute arise from the taking of bids, the 
auctioneer’s decision will be final.

HEALTH CERTIFICATES - Any potential buyer should check in advance with his state’s 
veterinary health requirements and be prepared to make necessary arrangements.

Shearing Dates
Speck – Bucks – January 5th and 6th; Does – January 4th and 5th unless otherwise 
noted.

VACCINATIONS - All Speck goats were vaccinated at 6 months of age for CL and 
given a booster this summer.  As with any vaccine, this will not totally eliminate the 
disease but will significantly reduce the incidence. At four months of age they were 
vaccinated with Sore mouth and CDT.

Even Though we breeders have similar standards and breeding programs, the animals 
have been raised in different environments, management and kidding dates. Please 
make notes of these differences and make visual comparisons of individual animals 
from within that specific herd.
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1	 FLS7	 98	 Doe	 FLS1	6366	 FLS2	6716	 Speck	 79.6875%	TX		 ______ 	
This	is	a	deep	bodied	doe	with	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	very	dense	soft	kid	fleece.		
Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139.	Her	sister	is	Lot	#28.	

2	 FLS7	 75	 Doe	 FLS1	6366	 FLS2	6676	 Speck	 82.03125%	TX		______ 		
This	doe	has	a	very	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	level	top.	She	is	fancy	and	has	an	extra	soft,	
fine,	ringlet,	super	kid	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5613.

3	 FLS7	 141	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS3	6992	 Speck	 78.90625%	TX		______ 		
This	showy	doe	has	a	long	body.	When	opened,	her	fleece	has	extra	long	staple	length	
and	is	soft,	ringlet	kid	hair.	Sarah	wants	to	keep	her.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS0-5942.		
We	kept	her	sister.	

4	 FLS7	 249	 Doe	 FLS3	7002	 FLS3	7098	 Speck	 84.375%	TX		_______ 		
This	doe	has	a	very	soft	uniform	ringlet	kid	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5406.		
She	produced	a	stud	buck	for	us	last	year.	

5	 FLS7	 198	 Doe	 FLS3	7193	 FLS4	7495	 Speck	 88.28125%	TX		______ 	
This	is	a	big,	long	doe	with	a	deep	body	with	a	level	rump.	She	has	a	dense	soft	kid	
fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5632.

6	 FLS7	 135	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS4	7428	 Speck	 83.59375%	TX		______ 		
This	fancy	doe	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs,	a	long	body,	and	good	breed	character.	She	has	
a	dense	soft	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS2-6689.	

7	 FLS7	 243	 Doe	 FLS3	7007	 FLS1	6433	 Speck	 89.0625%	TX		 ______ 		
This	fancy	well	covered	doe	has	a	beautiful	long	stapled	ringlet	kid	fleece.	Her	mother	is	
out	of	FLS9-5678.

8	 FLS7	 106	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS3	6950	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 		
This	is	an	upstanding	showy	doe.	She	has	a	wide	and	deep	body.	Her	long	stapled	soft	
fleece	has	extra	luster.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139.	Her	brother	is	Lot	#73.
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9	 FLS7	 49	 Doe	 FLS3	7193	 FLS2	6639	 Speck	 85.15625%	TX		______ 		
This	fancy	doe	has	a	dense,	soft,	ringlet	kid	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139.		
We	kept	her	full	brother	last	year	for	a	stud	buck.	

10	 FLS7	 65	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS2	6764	 Speck	 80.46875%	TX		______ 		
This	showy	doe	has	a	beautiful	fleece	with	extra	staple	length	and	1+	grease.	Her	mother	
is	out	of	FLS9-5613.	We	kept	this	years	sister	and	both	sisters	last	year.	

11	 FLS7	 206	 Doe	 FLS3	7147	 FLS1	6399	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 	
This	fancy	doe	is	well	covered.	Her	dense	uniform	kid	fleece	has	extra	staple	length	and	
luster.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS6-4562.	We	kept	both	of	her	sisters	last	year.	

12	 FLS7	 202	 Doe	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	7090	 Speck	 76.5625%	TX		 ______ 	
This	doe	shows	extra	long	staple	and	good	luster	in	her	dense	beautiful	fleece.	Her	
mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5406.	

13	 FLS7	 180	 Doe	 FLS3	7147	 FLS3	6985	 Speck	 88.28125%	TX		______ 	
This	well	covered	doe	has	a	super	kid	fleece	that	is	soft	and	dense	with	good	luster.		
Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5374.	

14	 FLS7	 178	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS4	7381	 Speck	 78.90625%	TX		______ 		
This	smaller	doe	has	the	kind	of	fleece	we	love.	It	is	soft,	pencil	ringlet,	super	kid	with	
long	staple.	She	has	excellent	body	conformation.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS2-6689.	

15	 FLS7	 38	 Doe	 FLS4	7248	 FLS1	6322	 Speck	 89.0625%	TX		 ______ 	
This	big	doe	has	a	long	body	and	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	She	has	a	very	dense	soft	long	
stapled	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139	and	has	produced	keeper	does	and	one	
stud	buck	for	us.	

16	 FLS7	 140	 Doe	 HLRS	0-058	 FLS3	7159	 Speck	 50%	TX		 ________ 	
This	doe	has	excellent	body	conformation	with	a	deep	body,	wide	spring	of	ribs	and	a	
level	top.	She	has	a	uniform	dense	long	stapled	yearling	fleece	with	extra	luster.		
Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS7-4846.	This	is	the	type	doe	we	like	to	breed	to	a	fine	buck	to	
produce	a	fine	haired	kid	with	a	good	body.	

YEARLING DOES
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17	 FLS7	 191	 Doe	 FLS4	7450	 FLS4	7393	 Speck	 84.375%	TX		_______ 	
Don’t	let	the	outside	fool	you,	she	has	a	uniform	very	nice	ringlet	kid	fleece.	She	has	a	
level	top	and	thick	spring	of	ribs.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	

18	 FLS7	 48	 Doe	 FLS4	7248	 FLS0	5868	 Speck	 85.9375%	TX		 ______ 		
This	medium	sized	doe	is	well	covered	and	showy.	She	has	a	uniform	long	stapled	fleece.	
Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS2-3214.	

19	 FLS7	 62	 Doe	 FLS3	7193	 FLS3	6945	 Speck	 86.71875%	TX		______ 	
This	doe	has	great	breed	character.	She	is	a	showy	doe	with	a	mohair	tail	and	a	thick	
spring	of	ribs.	She	has	a	very	dense	long	stapled	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	
Her	sister	is	Lot	#21.

20	 FLS7	 52	 Doe	 FLS3	7147	 FLS2	6819	 Speck	 82.03125%	TX		______ 		
This	showy	doe	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	level	rump.	She	has	a	uniform,	soft,	
ringlet	kid	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5374.	

21	 FLS7	 63	 Doe	 FLS3	7193	 FLS3	6945	 Speck	 86.71875%	TX		______ 	
This	is	a	deep	bodied	doe	with	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	Look	inside	her	fleece.	She	has	a	
dense,	soft,	ringlet	kid	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678	and	her	sister	is	Lot	#19.

22	 FLS7	 83	 Doe	 FLS1	6366	 FLS0	5989	 Speck	 79.6875%	TX		 ______ 		
This	doe	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs,	a	level	top,	and	a	dense	soft	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	
of	FLS3-3505	who	produced	a	stud	buck	for	us.	Her	brother	is	Lot	#67.

23	 FLS7	 201	 Doe	 FLS1	6366	 FLS2	6831	 Speck	 81.25%	TX		 _______ 	
This	is	a	well	covered	doe	with	a	mohair	tail.	She	has	a	dense	soft	kid	fleece.	Her	mother	
is	out	of	FLS9-5395.	Her	full	brother	is	one	of	our	top	stud	bucks.	

24	 FLS7	 233	 Doe	 FLS2	6823	 FLS4	7272	 Speck	 81.25%	TX		 _______ 	
This	doe	combines	excellent	body	conformation	with	a	very	soft	uniform	long	stapled	kid	
fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	TS5-457.	(Demon)

YEARLING DOES
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25	 FLS7	 235	 Doe	 FLS3	7002	 FLS8	5077	 Speck	 85.9375%	TX		 ______ 	
This	doe	carries	extra	staple	length	of	her	ringlet	kid	fleece.	She	has	good	luster.		
Her	mother	is	a	stud	doe	out	of	FLS3-3505	and	produced	several	keeper	does	and	a	stud	
buck	for	us.	

26	 FLS7	 102	 Doe	 FLS3	6887	 FLS1	6389	 Speck	 75%	TX		 ________ 		
This	doe	carries	extra	long	staple	for	her	ringlet	kid	fleece.	She	has	good	luster.	She	is	
showy	with	her	mohair	tail.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS4-4007.	Her	sister	is	Lot	#29.

27	 FLS7	 28	 Doe	 FLS3	7193	 FLS1	6438	 Speck	 88.28125%	TX		______ 	
This	doe	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	level	rump.	She	has	a	beautiful,	soft,	long	
stapled	kid	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5632.	(3136).	We	kept	her	brother	this	year	
as	a	stud	buck	and	a	full	brother	and	sister	last	year.	

28	 FLS7	 99	 Doe	 FLS1	6366	 FLS2	6716	 Speck	 79.6875%	TX		 ______ 		
This	big	doe	has	wide	spring	of	ribs.	She	has	a	uniform	dense	soft	kid	fleece.	She	has	
been	chewing	on	her	side.	Goats	are	lice	free	now.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139.		
Her	sister	is	Lot	#01.

29	 FLS7	 101	 Doe	 FLS3	6887	 FLS1	6389	 Speck	 75%	TX		 ________ 		
This	doe	has	a	nice	spring	of	ribs,	level	rump,	and	an	open	face.	Her	fleece	carries	extra	
staple	length	and	is	soft.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS4-4007.	Her	sister	is	Lot	#26.	

30	 FLS7	 41	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS9	5606	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 		
This	doe	has	excellent	body	conformation	with	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	Her	fleece	is	very	
dense	and	soft.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS7-4897	and	produced	three	stud	bucks	for	us.		
Her	sister	is	Lot	#41.

31	 FLS7	 184	 Doe	 FLS3	6887	 FLS2	6723	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 		
This	big	doe	has	a	deep	body	with	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	She	has	a	uniform	yearling	fleece	
that	will	shear	lots	of	hair.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	

32	 FLS7	 125	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS4	7362	 Speck	 80.46875%	TX		______ 		
This	big	doe	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	deep	body.	She	has	a	soft	uniform	long	
stapled	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS2-6689.	
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33	 FLS7	 89	 Doe	 FLS3	7193	 FLS2	6700	 Speck	 67.96875%	TX		______ 		
This	doe	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	level	top.	She	carries	a	very	soft	long	stapled	
dense	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	HLRS-9-002.

34	 FLS7	 76	 Doe	 FLS4	7248	 FLS2	6669	 Speck	 89.84375%	TX		______ 		
This	doe	has	a	beautiful	ringlet	kid	fleece	with	long	staple.	She	is	showy	with	her	mohair	
tail.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5374.	We	kept	her	twin	sister	this	year.	

35	 FLS7	 133	 Doe	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	7063	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 	
This	big	doe	has	a	deep	body	and	level	top	.	She	has	a	uniform,	long	stapled,	yearling	
fleece.	We	kept	her	twin	sister.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	

36	 FLS7	 222	 Doe	 FLS1	6284	 FLS4	7401	 Speck	 82.8125%	TX		 ______ 	
This	well	covered	doe	has	a	soft	dense	fleece	with	good	luster.	Her	mother	is	out	of		
FLS2-6823.

37	 FLS7	 225	 Doe	 FLS1	6284	 FLS2	6662	 Speck	 82.8125%	TX		 ______ 		
This	smaller	doe	is	well	covered.	She	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	level	top.	She	has	a	
beautiful	ringlet	kid	fleece	with	good	length	and	luster.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5406.	

38	 FLS7	 244	 Doe	 FLS3	7002	 FLS4	7308	 Speck	 85.9375%	TX		 ______ 		
This	doe	has	a	very	dense	long	stapled	soft	fleece.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139.	

39	 FLS7	 69	 Doe	 FLS3	6887	 FLS1	6514	 Speck	 77.34375%	TX		______ 		
This	doe	has	a	very	soft	uniform	fleece	with	luster.	She	has	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	level	
top.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5181.	Her	brother	is	Lot		#93.

40	 FLS7	 157	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS3	7064	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 	
This	medium	sized	doe	has	a	beautiful,	long	stapled,	uniform,	soft	kid	fleece.	
Unfortunately	she	chewed	her	side,	she	is	now	lice	free.	Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	

41	 FLS7	 42	 Doe	 FLS2	6824	 FLS9	5606	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 		
This	doe	has	a	deep	body	with	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	Her	kid	fleece	is	very	dense	and	soft.	
Her	mother	is	out	of	FLS7-4897	who	produced	three	stud	bucks	for	us.	Her	sister	is	Lot	#30.
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42	 FLS7	 168	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	6904	 Speck	 79.6875%	TX		 ______ 	
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	a	long	body.	He	has	a	long	stapled,	ringlet	kid	
fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139.

43	 FLS7	 91	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS2	6776	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 		
This	big	buck,	shorn	late,	was	a	show	goat.	His	long	body	with	a	thick	spring	of	rib	carries	
a	uniform	ringlet	kid	fleece.	We	kept	his	sister	this	year.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5406.

44	 FLS7	 25	 Buck	 FLS3	7147	 FLS0	5783	 Speck	 90.625%	TX		_______ 		
This	show	goat	was	shorn	late.	He	has	a	fine,	dense,	ringlet,	super	kid	fleece.	He	has	
an	open	eye	channel.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS7-4846	and	has	produced	a	stud	buck	and	
several	keeper	does	for	us.	Eddie	Holland	considers	him	to	be	stud	potential.

45	 FLS7	 209	 Buck	 FLS4	7248	 FLS0	5803	 Speck	 90.625%	TX		_______ 	
This	fancy	open	faced	buck	carries	a	uniform,	fine	ringlet	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	
FLS6-4503	and	produced	a	stud	buck	for	us	in	the	past.	

46	 FLS7	 35	 Buck	 FLS4	7280	 FLS2	6672	 Speck	 68.75%	TX		 _______ 		
This	fancy	buck	was	a	show	goat	and	shorn	late.	He	has	a	beautiful,	pencil	ringlet,	super	kid	
fleece.	He	walks	correctly	on	straight	legs.	We	kept	his	full	brother	this	year	as	a	stud	buck.	

47	 FLS7	 239	 Buck	 FLS2	6686	 FLS2	6682	 Speck	 85.15625%	TX		______ 		
This	big	buck	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	with	a	long	stapled,	soft	kid	fleece.	His	mother	is	
out	of	FLS9-5678	and	his	brother	is	Lot	#95.

48	 FLS7	 211	 Buck	 FLS4	7450	 FLS4	7424	 Speck	 79.6875%	TX		 ______ 		
Look	inside	the	fleece	to	see	the	true	beauty	of	this	soft,	long	stapled	kid	fleece	This	buck	
has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	His	mother	is	a	grand	daughter	of	FLS0-2350.	

49	 FLS7	 95	 Buck	 FLS3	7193	 FLS2	6858	 Speck	 84.375%	TX		_______ 	
This	showy	buck	has	a	long	body	and	an	open	face.	He	has	a	soft	uniform	fleece.		
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5105	(2350)	and	we	kept	his	full	sister	last	year.	

YEARLING BUCKS
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50	 FLS7	 181	 Buck	 HLRS	0-058	 FLS3	7077	 Speck	 50%	TX		 ________ 	
This	long	bodied	buck	has	a	uniform	soft	long	stapled	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of		
FLS6-4552	and	is	100%	Texas.	

51	 FLS7	 231	 Buck	 FLS2	6686	 FLS4	7388	 Speck	 89.0625%	TX		 ______ 		
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	a	very	soft,	fine,	super	kid,	long	stapled	fleece.	
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS2-6689.

52	 FLS7	 169	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	7203	 Speck	 78.90625%	TX		______ 		
This	huge,	open	faced	buck	has	a	long	body	and	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	has	uniform	soft	
long	stapled	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5181

53	 FLS7	 74	 Buck	 FLS3	7147	 FLS1	6346	 Speck	 81.25%	TX		 _______ 	
This	buck	has	an	open	face	and	a	long	body.	He	has	a	very	fine	ringlet	super	kid	fleece.	
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5235	and	his	brother	is	Lot		#80.

54	 FLS7	 100	 Buck	 FLS4	7280	 FLS2	6546	 Speck	 75%	TX		 ________ 	
This	fancy,	open	faced	buck	has	a	long	body.	He	has	a	dense	soft	ringlet	fleece.		
His	mother	is	100%	Texan	out	of	FLS6-4552.	

55	 FLS7	 179	 Buck	 FLS4	7280	 FLS3	6940	 Speck	 69.53125%	TX		______ 	
This	show	goat	was	shorn	late.	He	is	big	with	a	long	body,	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	an	open	
face.	He	has	uniform,	dense,	ringlet,	super	kid	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5374.

56	 FLS7	 213	 Buck	 HLRS	9-002	 FLS3	6926	 Speck	 50%	TX		 ________ 	
This	is	a	big	open	faced	buck	with	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	level	top.	He	has	a	long	
stapled	soft	uniform	fleece	shearing	lots	of	hair.	His	100%	Texas	mother	is	out	of	FLS6-4552.	

57	 HLRS	 7-490	 Buck	 HLRS	4-184	 HLRS	3-172	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 	
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel,	thick	spring	of	ribs,	deep	body	and	a	very	dense,	soft	
fleece.	

58	 FLS7	 204	 Buck	 FLS2	6824	 FLS0	5946	 Speck	 81.25%	TX		 _______ 		
This	long	bodied	buck	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	long	stapled,	dense,	ringlet	fleece.	
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS3-3505.	We	kept	last	years	sister	and	a	stud	buck	the	year	before.	
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59	 FLS7	 163	 Buck	 FLS2	6824	 FLS4	7335	 Speck	 82.03125%	TX		______ 		
This	is	an	open	faced	buck	with	a	long	stapled,	uniform,	soft	fleece.		
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS2-6689.		

60	 FLS7	 39	 Buck	 FLS3	7193	 FLS1	6253	 Speck	 86.71875%	TX		______ 		
This	show	buck	was	shorn	late.	He	has	an	open	face,	long	body,	and	a	uniform	dense	
ringlet	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS7-4846.

61	 FLS7	 242	 Buck	 FLS2	6686	 FLS1	6430	 Speck	 85.15625%	TX		______ 		
This	buck	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	has	very	soft	fleece	with	long	staple	and	excellent	
luster.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139.	

62	 HLRS	 7-497	 Buck	 HLRS	9-002	 HLRS	0-926	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 		
This	open	faced	buck	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	dense	soft	kid	fleece.

63	 FLS7	 90	 Buck	 FLS2	6824	 FLS1	6309	 Speck	 81.25%	TX		 _______ 		
This	is	a	big	open	faced	buck	with	a	long	body.	He	has	a	dense,	ringlet	kid	fleece.	

64	 FLS7	 70	 Buck	 FLS2	6780	 FLS2	6624	 Speck	 83.59375%	TX		______ 	
This	big	buck	has	a	long	body	and	an	open	eye	channel.	He	has	a	soft,	long	stapled	kid	
fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	

65	 HLRS	 7-480	 Buck	 HLRS	4-184	 HLRS	Feb-64	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 	
This	is	an	open	faced	buck	with	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	deep	body.	His	fleece	is	
dense,	soft	and	has	long	staple	length.	

66	 FLS7	 139	 Buck	 HLRS	0-058	 FLS3	7159	 Speck	 50%	TX		 ________ 		
This	big	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	has	a	very	dense,	
long	stapled	fleece	that	will	shear	lots	of	hair.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS7-4846.	His	sister	
is	Lot	#16	and	we	kept	last	years	full	sister.

67	 FLS7	 82	 Buck	 FLS1	6366	 FLS0	5989	 Speck	 79.6875%	TX		 ______ 	
This	is	a	big	buck	with	a	uniform	soft	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS3-3505.		
His	sister	is	Lot	#22.

YEARLING BUCKS
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68	 FLS7	 158	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	7095	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 		
This	big	open	faced	buck	has	a	soft	long	stapled	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5406.	

69	 FLS7	 23	 Buck	 HLRS	0-058	 FLS0	5801	 Speck	 42.1875%	TX		 ______ 		
This	show	buck	was	shorn	late.	He	has	a	long	body,	level	rump,	and	wide	spring	of	ribs	
His	dense	fleece	is	uniform.	He	has	an	open	eye	channel.	His	full	brother	was	champion	
buck	and	goat	of	show	this	year	at	Kerrville	as	a	yearling	and	his	full	sister	was	Reserve	
Champion	yearling	doe	in	2017	in	Kerrville.

70	 FLS7	 121	 Buck	 FLS4	7280	 FLS3	6890	 Speck	 68.75%	TX		 _______ 	
This	medium	sized	showy	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	a	long	stapled	ringlet	kid	
fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	

71	 FLS7	 71	 Buck	 HLRS	0-058	 FLS9	5639	 Speck	 50%	TX		 ________ 		
This	buck	has	a	long	body	with	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	has	a	very	dense	uniform	long	
stapled	fleece.	He	has	lots	of	hair	with	excellent	luster.	We	kept	his	sister	this	year.	His	
mother	is	out	of	FLS7-4846.	We	kept	every	doe	she	has	produced	(6)	and	one	stud	buck.	

72	 FLS7	 58	 Buck	 FLS5	7780	 FLS1	6251	 Speck	 82.03125%	TX		______ 		
This	big	buck	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs,	a	long	body,	and	an	open	face.	His	fleece	is	dense	
and	uniform.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS6-4503	and	his	brother	is	Lot	#74.

73	 FLS7	 105	 Buck	 FLS2	6824	 FLS3	6950	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 	
This	medium	sized	buck	has	a	beautiful	ringlet	super	kid	fleece	and	excellent	body	
conformation.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139	and	his	sister	is	Lot	#08.

74	 FLS7	 59	 Buck	 FLS5	7780	 FLS1	6251	 Speck	 82.03125%	TX		______ 	
This	big	buck	is	showy,	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	is	dense	
with	a	long	stapled	soft	fleece.	His	brother	is	Lot	#72.	

75	 FLS7	 87	 Buck	 HLRS	0-058	 FLS2	6791	 Speck	 50%	TX		 ________ 		
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	a	big,	long	body.	He	has	a	soft,	uniform,	kid,	
ringlet	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS6-4552.	

YEARLING BUCKS
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76	 FLS7	 19	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	7174	 Speck	 79.6875%	TX		 ______ 		
This	big	buck	has	a	long	body	and	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	has	a	soft	long	stapled	fleece.	
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5139.	

77	 FLS7	 111	 Buck	 FLS3	7193	 FLS1	6247	 Speck	 86.71875%	TX		______ 		
This	buck	has	an	open	face,	thick	spring	of	ribs,	and	carries	a	long	stapled	uniform	fleece.	
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS6-4552	and	produced	two	stud	bucks	for	us.	

78	 HLRS	 7-501	 Buck	 HLRS	0-058	 HLRS	0-947	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 		
This	open	faced	buck	has	a	very	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	deep	body.		
He	has	a	dense	soft	fleece.	

79	 FLS7	 151	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	6943	 Speck	 84.375%	TX		_______ 		
This	is	a	big	buck	with	a	long	body	and	an	open	eye	channel.	He	has	a	uniform,	long	
stapled,	dense,	soft	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS7-4846.

80	 FLS7	 73	 Buck	 FLS3	7147	 FLS1	6346	 Speck	 81.25%	TX		 _______ 	
This	big	open	faced	buck	has	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	has	a	soft	uniform	kid	fleece	with	
nice	luster.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5235	and	produced	three	keeper	does	for	us.		
His	brother	is	Lot	#53.

81	 HLRS	 7-524	 Buck	 HLRS	0-058	 HLRS	4-259	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 	
This	open	faced	buck	has	a	deep	body	and	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	has	a	soft,	long	
stapled,	uniform	fleece.

82	 FLS7	 96	 Buck	 FLS1	6366	 FLS2	6778	 Speck	 84.375%	TX		_______ 		
This	upstanding	showy	buck	has	an	open	face	and	a	ringlet	kid	fleece.	We	kept	his	sister	
this	year.	We	have	kept	two	full	brothers	as	studs.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5456.

83	 FLS7	 161	 Buck	 FLS4	7280	 FLS3	7214	 Speck	 69.53125%	TX		______ 	
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	a	very	dense	long	stapled	fleece.	We	kept	his	
sister.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5181.

YEARLING BUCKS
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84	 HLRS	 7-515	 Buck	 HLRS	987	 HLRS	Feb-75	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 		
This	open	faced	buck	has	a	very	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	a	deep	body.	He	has	a	very	dense	
soft	fleece	that	will	shear	lots	of	hair.	

85	 FLS7	 236	 Buck	 FLS2	6686	 FLS8	5135	 Speck	 86.71875%	TX		______ 	
This	open	faced	buck	has	a	long	body	and	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	His	fleece	is	dense,	soft,	
and	has	extra	staple	length.	He	was	red	as	a	kid.	His	mother	is	a	true	stud	doe	out	of	
FLS3-3505.	She	produced	twins	for	seven	years	and	we	have	several	keeper	does	and	
one	stud	buck	from	her.	

86	 FLS7	 126	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	6930	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 		
This	is	an	open	faced,	upstanding,	big	bodied	buck.	He	has	a	soft	uniform	long	stapled	
fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	His	brother	is	Lot	#94.

87	 HLRS	 7-527	 Buck	 HLRS	9-002	 HLRS	3-171	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 		
This	is	an	open	faced	buck	with	a	dense	soft	kid	fleece.

88	 FLS7	 80	 Buck	 FLS1	6366	 FLS0	6013	 Speck	 84.375%	TX		_______ 		
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	.	He	has	a	long	stapled,	uniform,	ringlet	kid	fleece.		
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS6-4552	and	has	produced	two	keeper	does	for	us.	

89	 FLS7	 144	 Buck	 FLS3	7147	 FLS3	6906	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 		
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel.	He	has	a	long	stapled,	soft,	ringlet	fleece.	His	mother	
is	out	of	FLS9-5678.	

90	 HLRS	 7-483	 Buck	 HLRS	4-184	 HLRS	0-051	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 	
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	a	thick	spring	of	ribs.	He	has	a	very	dense,	
uniform	soft	fleece.	

91	 FLS7	 112	 Buck	 FLS1	6366	 FLS3	6964	 Speck	 84.375%	TX		_______ 		
This	open	faced	buck	has	a	uniform,	long	stapled,	ringlet	kid	fleece.	His	mother	is	out	of	
FLS7-4846.	
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92	 HLRS	 7-481	 Buck	 HLRS	4-184	 HLRS	Feb-85	 HLRS	 100%	SA	 ________ 	
This	buck	has	a	deep	body,	a	thick	spring	of	ribs	and	an	open	face.		
He	has	a	dense	soft	fleece.	

93	 FLS7	 68	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS1	6514	 Speck	 77.34375%	TX		______ 	
This	thick	ribbed	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel	and	uniform,	soft,	dense	kid	fleece.		
His	mother	is	out	of	FLS8-5181	and	his	sister	is	Lot	#39.

94	 FLS7	 127	 Buck	 FLS3	6887	 FLS3	6930	 Speck	 78.125%	TX		_______ 	
This	upstanding	showy	buck	has	an	open	face.	He	carries	extra	staple	length	to	his	soft	
kid	fleece.	His	brother	is	Lot	#86.	

95	 FLS7	 238	 Buck	 FLS2	6686	 FLS2	6682	 Speck	 85.15625%	TX		______ 	
This	buck	has	an	open	eye	channel.	He	has	lots	of	hair	that	is	uniform	with	very	long	
staple.	His	mother	is	out	of	FLS9-5678	and	his	brother	is	Lot	#47.

96	 FLS7	 171	 Buck	 FLS4	7248	 FLS4	7301	 Speck	 71.875%	TX		_______ 		
This	open	faced	buck	will	shear	lots	of	pounds.	His	fleece	is	dense	and	long	stapled.		
His	mother	is	out	of	HLRS-9-002.


